Service New from Thailand
Sister Judy Jonhson’s visit, 15-25 October, 2018
From Madhuban, Mt.Abu, Sister Judy flew directly to Thailand to spend time with the family engaging
hearts and souls in sharing the Arts of living practically.
Beautiful experience was shared in English from two programmes, beside deep impact expressed in
Thai for full Thai service news.
17 October, 18, The work-shop on “Engaging Hearts and
Minds” by Sr. Judy Johnson at Aditya Birla Chemicals
(Thailand) Limited, Samrong was well received and
appreciated by all audience. About 30 officers from middle &
senior management team (mix of Thai & other nationalities) of
the company attended the program. CEO of the company also
attends the program.
It was not just a lecture but mix of presentation, exercise and meditation which made it very interesting.
She beautifully explained why in current world of chaos & complexity, engaging hearts and minds of
people is very important for leaders. Current engagement in corporates is at IQ & EQ level mainly and
why this need to be extended at SQ level. It is very important to discover core to increase productivity
of the people. All people heartily participated in the exercise of story-telling and reflection process and
understood relevance for leadership. The program ended with meditation in very creative way. People
were touched by blessing cards they received with powerful vibrations from Sr. La. On the whole it was
an excellent program appreciated by the team including CEO. (Br.Kailash)
On 20-21 October’18 – The gathering of 60 B.K. students from different centres
was arranged at Sinthu centre on the topic “Living as Arts”.
An absolutely empowering refreshing and insightful day spent with the Bk Family
learning & experiencing step by step of what is Brahmins aim objective at Sangam,
that is becoming 16 celestial degrees complete. No words are enough to thank
sister Judy, Sister La, Sister Da and entire Nonthaburi team for such a splendid
organisation of family time together learning churning and empowering.
On the first day, the Workshop started with Sister Judy beautifully relating to the
Moon, A full Moon when it is 16 celestial degrees complete has a full golden radiance and a day before
it is 14 celestial degrees with silver radiance… Such is Satyug and Tretayug. The 16 celestial degrees
is relative to astrological study and for Brahmins who will be Dieties it is spiritual Study of becoming 16
celestial degrees complete meaning Solah Kala Sampoorna – full of the 16 arts of Living as deities.

Final session, on the second day, we enjoyed the very important kala “Art of transformation”
The workshop started powerfully with feeling silence at the sound Gong.
Sister Judy asked each soul to take an object and then imagine it to be something totally different.
What did we derive from this?

A pice of music with only choir voices singing but no music helped us drive some very subtle and
powerful learnings to apply in spiritual journey to master the art of Harmonizing – Rhythm, Accuracy,
Respect each ones specialty, small groups mixing and changing, one note blended as one voice,
silence between notes, score or the notes given to each one vary… in choir – 20% time is spent in
practicing together while 80% time each one gives to the self to “HOLD TO THEIR NOTE” so when
they are together and others are singing their notes we have mastered holding on to ours despite all
mixing sounds… Through this we must realize our own lesson – Vibes of the soul are like musical
notes and Soul consciousness is like holding the our note – sister La beautifully read out “To accept
defeat of ego is to create harmony”. We learn from this that the “value of our uniqueness is only
obvious in togetherness – n matter how unique we are its when we are together that it becomes
obvious…”

We then ended our workshop with “Paanch swaroop” the five swaroop of each soul as baba has
explained in Murli’s. A beautiful practice of it together along with a powerful blessing card and toil.
What an empowering, well-articulated, methodically conducted, and balanced workshop full of silence
time, physical movement, acting, drama, churning, team-work, individual introspection, alongside
managing brahma bhojan, audio visual setup, music and most importantly each soul taking back a
powerful realization for their self-progress and for ensuring working in harmony with others.
Thank you Baba, sister La and sister Da and the entire Nonthaburi family for this empowering family
time together and sister Judy for such a well-articulated conducted time together with such ease. We
look forward to more.(Sr.Neelu)
This workshop was really a fun way to seep a deeper understanding of baba's teachings within us. My
family really enjoyed and recollected especially my mother!!
Thank you so much Sister Judy for your time and for sharing wonderful treasures of knowledge with us
with all those memorable activities.
And of course thank you so much our angelic Sister La and team for making this all possible!!
And of course my lovely Baba ❤ (Sr.Prajwa)
Om Shanti

